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1 Introduction
Creativity involves thinking to produce relatively novel and compelling ideas, and it can be
measured and developed (Kaufman and Sternberg,
2006). In the past three decades, there have been several studies on design and creative issues from a computational and cognitive perspective. In this study,
we focus mainly on two important directions, com‡
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putational creativity and design computing. Their
research often overlaps. As a branch of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI), computational creativity focuses on
the computational models in the creative process
(Boden, 2009), working on mechanical systems to
generate innovative and high-quality works for people. Design computing refers mainly to the study and
practice of design activities through the application
and development of novel ideas and techniques in
computing. Both are to use, propose, and produce
computational systems, computational algorithms,
computational models, and computational representations related to design and creativity (de Silva
Garza, 2019). There are also a few diﬀerences between them. Computational creativity focuses on
simulating human intelligence to enhance machine
creativity, while design computing is about applying
models and algorithms to help designers come up
with better ideas.
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In the past, design intelligence was based mainly
on the knowledge of the design ﬁeld, using computational modeling to solve the design problem and
ﬁnally output the optimal result. Technical methods
for AI, such as case-based reasoning (CBR), constraint satisfaction, and evolutionary algorithms, are
used to support the solution of design problems (Russell and Norvig, 2016). In terms of knowledge representation frameworks, function-behavior-structure
(FBS) (Gero, 1990) and structure-behavior-function
(SBF) (Goel et al., 2009) models have been proposed
based on distinguishing between goal-related, behavioral, and structural characteristics. de Gómez Silva
Garza and Maher (1999) introduced the GENCAD
system and the overall strategy of CBR. In general,
design intelligence in the past focused on eﬃciency
and functional solutions, and research on creativity
has not made much progress because of the limitations of hardware and software conditions. With
the advent of AI 2.0 (Pan, 2017) and the continuous advancement of deep learning, especially the
emergence and evolution of the generative adversarial networks (GANs), computers began to have a new
creative ability. Many works created collaboratively
or independently by computers, such as visual arts,
music, video, posters, webpages, garments, chairs,
and cars, have shown amazing creative sparks similar to humans. Therefore, we propose the concept
of design intelligence, which means AI technology
that addresses issues in the design and creative process and generates creative solutions (design, content, and service). de Silva Garza (2019) brieﬂy
illustrated the relationship between creativity and
design from a computational perspective. As can be
seen, the middle category in Fig. 1, creative design,
is where creativity and design overlap, which is also
the main direction that future design intelligence research will focus on.
To clarify the concept of design intelligence, we
propose a new systematic framework for design intelligence which includes a data module and a creative module. As can be seen from the block diagram (Fig. 2), the data module is actually a domain
knowledge database, which represents information
collected on the design and creative ﬁelds of interest,
including information on design, style, art, technology, business, and fashion. Moreover, creative expert
knowledge is stored in the database. It is the source
of data that the creative module draws from. Data
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Fig. 1 Relationship between creativity and design.
The borders shown between them in the ﬁgure are
meant to be interpreted as being fuzzy. Reprinted
from de Silva Garza (2019), Copyright 2019, with
permission from Springer Nature
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Fig. 2 Framework of design intelligence. The four
main data-driven analytic components are in the center. Arrows indicate the main information ﬂows
among components

engineering and natural language processing (NLP)
are required for creating and using this knowledge
database. The creative module has four main components, i.e., user needs analysis, ideation, content generation, and design evaluation. With the help of AI,
the four components interact with each other to generate product, content, and service for consumers.
Components of user needs analysis deeply understand and capture the pain points of users’ needs and
scientiﬁcally deﬁne design issues. The ideation provides potential ideas, basic components, and source
material for a high-quality design. Content generation is a key component of design intelligence. It
uses mainly generative models to generate new ideas
and enhance creativity, while supporting the embodiment of creativity. Design evaluation examines
creative product, content, and service produced by
the designer along two main dimensions (aesthetics
and function). Although we use the human design
processes to make design intelligence interpretable,
the relationship among the various components of
design intelligence is very complex. It may have
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diﬀerent kinds of “illusions” or “blind spots” than humans do and, thus, would supplement and support
human creativity (Varshney et al., 2019).
Research on design intelligence has made signiﬁcant progress in recent years. Edelman et al.
(1996) deemed creativity as a fundamental feature
of human intelligence, and a challenge for AI. Three
processes of creativity for modeling in AI were proposed, i.e., exploratory, transformational, and combinational creativity (Boden, 2009). Since then,
much of the research on computational creativity was
inspired by these ideas. de Silva Garza (2019) compared design computing and computational creativity in design activities and provided a complete description of the theoretical basis and actual progress
of both. At the same time, researchers have developed many design intelligence algorithms in the ﬁeld
of design and creativity. Gatys et al. (2016a) introduced a neural algorithm of artistic style that can
separate and recombine the image content and style
of natural images. Zhang et al. (2017) introduced
StackGAN to generate photo-realistic images based
on the textual description. Isola et al. (2017) investigated conditional adversarial networks for image-toimage translation problems, such as transforming the
sketch of a bag to a well-ﬁned colorful image. These
algorithms learned the rules and styles of training
data in these domains to support large-scale design
production. Wu et al. (2016) introduced 3D-GAN
to generate 3D chairs, tables, and cars given speciﬁc object types, viewpoints, and colors. However,
such algorithms have limited creative ability because
they struggle to create novel designs that diﬀer from
the training data. To solve such problems, Elgammal et al. (2017) proposed a creative adversarial network for generating art, making it capable of generating creative art by maximizing deviation from
established styles and minimizing deviation from art
distribution. Yan et al. (2019) reviewed much of
domestic and international research on the neural
network in intelligent design at present. This helps
researchers and designers better understand design
intelligence driven by neural networks. In general,
with the strong support of AI technology, design intelligence has become a powerful force driving the
development of design and creative ﬁelds. However,
the research results on design intelligence have not
been well summarized.
The main purpose of this study is to envision
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design intelligence in the forthcoming era of AI 2.0.

2 AI-based user needs analysis
User needs analysis is a tool used by designers to
analyze the needs and preferences of potential users.
Successful designs and creative works are based on
the understanding of needs and requirements of users
(Maguire and Bevan, 2002). For diﬀerent user research methods, the process generally involves four
stages, i.e., information gathering, user needs identiﬁcation, envisioning and evaluation, and requirements speciﬁcation (Fig. 3). In this process, the
designer continually clariﬁes the direction and deﬁnition of the design through empathy and the research
work of users or collected data. Four tools are widely
used in user needs analysis, i.e., manifestos, narrative, scenarios, and personas (Lowdermilk, 2013). A
manifesto is the overall purpose and vision of design,
and accordingly, a narrative is the declarative statement of the manifesto on how the design can be used.
Scenarios are the imagined situations where users
use or experience the design. Finally, a persona is a
ﬁctitious character that personiﬁes a potential user
group. These four aspects are extensively studied in
the design literature, and personas lie at the heart
of user needs analysis. In addition, the introduction
of intelligent methods focuses mainly on personas,
while the other three aspects are often ﬁnished by designers. Therefore, in this section, we review mainly
the application of intelligent methods in personas for
user needs analysis.

Information
gathering

User needs
identification

Envisioning
and evaluation

Requirements
specification

Fig. 3 General progress for user needs analysis.
Reprinted from Maguire and Bevan (2002), Copyright 2002, with permission from Springer Nature

A persona, also known as user proﬁle, is deﬁned
as a ﬁctitious person representing an underlying customer or user group. It is often the core customer of
an organization, and it can also be the desired user
of a system (Cooper and Reimann, 2003). To create
a persona, designers should investigate the preferences of potential users, gather their experience of
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other products, and summarize the typical personal
information (like age and occupation). As a result,
a persona provides a clear image of the target user
and thus facilitates the evaluation of whether the design scheme meets the user needs. Furthermore, the
process to create a persona enhances the designers’
empathy for the target user group (Miaskiewicz and
Kozar, 2011). Cooper (1999) introduced personas
as a design technique with a goal-directed perspective. Researchers suggested that the use of personas
is good for design, both supporting all components
of the design (Grudin and Pruitt, 2002; Miaskiewicz
and Kozar, 2011; Nielsen et al., 2015) and improving
design outcomes (Grudin and Pruitt, 2002; Cooper
and Reimann, 2003; Pruitt and Adlin, 2005; Salminen et al., 2019).
Personas are usually classiﬁed into three categories, i.e., personas created by designers, those summarized by intelligent methods, and those from generated data. Traditionally, a persona is formed by
designers. Designers often collect a small volume of
user data, which are analyzed by statistical methods
or qualitative techniques such as ethnographic studies. The persona is formed in the analysis process
and reﬁned through interviews, observations, focus
groups, and ﬁeld studies (Matthews et al., 2012).
The growth of data in recent years brings rich background information for many design tasks, and the
development of sensors brings more methods to collect user behavioral data. However, it is not realistic for human designers to analyze massive data
or sensory data in the traditional way. Therefore,
intelligent methods are used to automate persona
generation for user needs analysis.
Several automated persona generation methods
have been proposed. As humans show their preference on social networks, social media data can be
used. Kwak et al. (2017) developed an approach
for automating the generation of personas in real
time using YouTube social media data. Jansen et al.
(2017) and Salminen et al. (2017) gathered data
from online social media and content platforms and
use data analysis tools to conduct persona research.
Such procedures abstract insights on user needs from
data. Behavioral data also reﬂect the underlying
preference of users. Salminen et al. (2018b, 2019)
performed case studies on participants and analyzed
the behavioral data to explore possible advantages
and challenges in automatic persona generation. In
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general, developing automated role generation systems and methods from online analytical data is of
particular value to those who use online content and
user data for design and content innovation.
Recently, generative models (Goodfellow et al.,
2014) have made a big breakthrough in content generation. It is an intelligent method to generate new
samples which are subject to the same distribution
of the given data, and the details will be elaborated
in Section 4. Generative models can be used in
the generation of potential user portraits. IRGAN
(Wang et al., 2017) and RecGAN (Bharadhwaj et al.,
2018) are models that were designed to generate related pieces of user information like documents or
user behaviors. In addition, Perera and Zimmermann (2019) proposed a novel GAN model (CNGAN), which learns the complex preferences of users
in a separate part of the social network and generates
cross-network user preferences. These methods give
related generated data and provide auxiliary data
in the construction of a user proﬁle. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no application of these
methods in persona generation of design tasks. However, it is only one step away from transferring these
techniques from the literature to design. Note that
the application of generative models here is diﬀerent
from automated persona generation introduced earlier. Automated persona generation is to extract personas from data, while generative models give new
information about users.
There have also been a lot substantive criticisms
of personas, such as taking considerable time and effort, being expensive, lacking credibility, inheriting
organizational tensions and individual biases, and
being inconsistent (Salminen et al., 2018a). However,
it is undeniable that personas are still the most valuable and eﬀective tool in analyzing user needs. Simultaneously, intelligence-based automatic persona
generation is attracting wide attention because of its
ability to solve the problem posed by scholars and
practitioners. Furthermore, user needs analysis with
personas still has room for exploration due to challenges in data and assessment. On one hand, automatically creating personas based on large amounts
of behavioral data remains an open research issue
(McGinn and Kotamraju, 2008). In addition, data
sources in the ﬁeld of design intelligence are complex and diverse, and a designer may jointly analyze text, visual, auditory, body movement, and even
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virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR) data.
This requires advanced cross-media intelligent methods (Yang et al., 2008) to summarize the underlying
personas. On the other hand, the lack of persona
assessment is also a major problem. The common
method to assess the eﬀectiveness of personas is case
study (Salminen et al., 2018b, 2019), and the exploration of computational methods is a promising area
for future work.

3 AI-based ideation
Ideation is a collaborative activity for generating candidate ideas in the early stage of design processes (Hartson and Pyla, 2012). This process provides potential ideas, basic components, and source
material for the ﬁnal design, so an eﬀective ideation
process to inspire practitioners is essential for a highquality design. A variety of ideation methods are
proposed, which can be categorized into stimuli- and
interaction-based ideation. The introduction of AI
algorithms improves both types of ideation methods from diﬀerent perspectives. In this section, we
will review ideation methods which use intelligent
methods.
Stimuli are inspiration sources during a design
process, and stimuli-based ideation provides designers with external information to stimulate idea generation. Stimuli can be provided in diﬀerent media,
such as text descriptions (Vandevenne et al., 2015),
images (Goldschmidt and Smolkov, 2006), and ontology (Han et al., 2018). Stimuli are related to potential solutions in a diﬀerent manner. Stimuli may
be feasible (Hao et al., 2019), analogically related to
the solutions (Han et al., 2018), or biologically inspired (Vandevenne et al., 2015). As can be seen,
stimuli-based ideation methods aim to ﬁnd inspiring
stimuli as auxiliary information for designers.
Intelligent methods help retrieve existing stimuli. A retrieval method to obtain feasible and novel
items was proposed by Hao et al. (2019). They introduced an evolutionary computation method to retrieve language terms in the vocabulary from 500 000
granted patents of mechanical and industrial products from 1976 to 2014. The vocabulary was embedded into a high-dimensional space by word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), and the terms’ inspiration
potential was estimated according to the measure
of feasibility and novelty. Then the terms with the
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highest potential were selected by an evolutionary
strategy. Finally, the terms were presented to the
designer as the language stimuli. Another retrieval
method to acquire stimuli was introduced by Vandevenne et al. (2015). They represented natural and
artiﬁcial entities in the behavioral language model
in plain text for convenient retrieval. The biological strategies were classiﬁed according to the Knearest-neighbor algorithm, and thus a taxonomy
was formed over the biological data. Such a taxonomy reduced the diﬃculty in ﬁnding related bioinspired information on a given keyword.
Analogical relation is a typical thinking
paradigm to associate concepts, and it is widely used
in the ideation process (Gilon et al., 2018; Jia et al.,
2020). “the Retriever” (Han et al., 2018) is a retrieval tool to present analogically related images or
language terms. It is based on multiple diverse ontologies in ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004), a large
semantic net that represents commonsense knowledge. To retrieve potentially inspiring pictorial or
verbal stimuli, it uses the proportional analogical
relation A : B :: C : X, where the relation between A and B or C and X is among the predeﬁned 16 ontology relations in ConceptNet. Given
an input keyword as C and a speciﬁed relation between A and B, it searches for candidate visual or
textual items of X and presents them to the user.
Other typical analogy-based tools include Idea Inspire (Chakrabarti et al., 2017) and a functional analogy search system in Fu et al. (2015).
Besides search and retrieval, image generation is
an advanced AI technique. A visual stimulus generation model was proposed in Chen et al. (2019). The
generation model was trained on two image datasets
of distinct concepts to combine these concepts to
form a new one. The generated image visually captured partial elements of both concepts. Empirically,
the synthesized images showed some diversity. As
the generation model can give enormous new images,
these visual stimuli can advance the ideation process
signiﬁcantly in terms of variety and quantity. Image
generation will be introduced in detail in the next
section. Generally, intelligent methods can model
and retrieve existing stimuli in a fast and convenient
way, or even generate new stimuli.
Interaction-based ideation helps designers obtain new ideas in group interactions, and typical interaction-based ideation methods include
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brainstorm (Dugosh et al., 2000) and its variants
(Faste et al., 2013). In the brainstorming process,
designers join together to yield wild ideas, discuss
them freely and blend them to create new ones.
An intelligent virtual moderator was proposed in
Strohmann et al. (2017) to facilitate a brainstorming
session. The virtual moderator, like a chatbot, organized the online session in a predeﬁned procedure
and intervened in the session with generated natural
language text. When the participators discuss ideas
freely, it encourages designers or prevents further violations of brainstorm rules. Such a chatbot will
eliminate the need for a human moderator and the
designer in teamwork can start a brainstorm session
online conveniently. This is an application of cuttingedge natural language understanding and processing
techniques in the interaction-based ideation process.
Intelligent methods play an important role
in stimuli-based ideation but applications in
interaction-based ideation are limited. This leaves
room for further imagination and exploration. The
generating technique to implement ideation was ﬁrst
explored by Chen et al. (2019), but they gave only
random samples, and the technique lacked controllability. The application of other state-of-theart image-to-image translation methods (Wang TC
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019) can be explored to
help translate sketches of designers to visual stimuli. This can further improve the quality of ideation.
For interaction-based ideation, an intelligent moderator to dictate in an oﬀ-line brainstorm and to
summarize the ideas in the dialog may be a promising direction to explore. Most advanced intelligent
or learning methods are based on statistical learning,
aiming to capture the distribution of existing data;
thus, these methods fail to create new ideas as humans do. Therefore, obtaining auxiliary information
with intelligent methods is a promising direction to
explore.
Several datasets are widely used in the literature of AI-based ideation.
The US patent
database provides full text for over nine million
patents from 1976 to the present, which is helpful in the retrieval of existing product designs.
Quirky (https://quirky.com), a company that offers aids to inventors in the early stage, has
more than two million product idea issues. InnoCentive (https://www.innocentive.com) oﬀers more
than 40 000 problems and the corresponding solu-
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tions on business, society, policy, science, and technology. In addition, ontology databases such as
WordNet (Miller, 1995), Cyc (Niles and Pease, 2001),
and ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) are used in related works. These databases provide common sense
and concept deﬁnitions for stimuli retrieval and analogical reasoning.
One of the major challenges in design ideation
is design ﬁxation (Jansson and Smith, 1991). Design ﬁxation implies that designers adhere to a certain set of ideas of concepts. In such a case, the
output of ideation is quite limited. The key idea
to alleviate ﬁxation is to enhance variety and novelty in the ideation process. Speciﬁcally, in stimulibased ideation, diverse and rich stimuli can help the
designer escape from ﬁxation (McCaﬀrey and Krishnamurty, 2015; Hao et al., 2019). Other challenges include functional ﬁxedness, analogy blindness, assumption blindness, and narrow verb association (McCaﬀrey and Krishnamurty, 2015). On the
other hand, ideation methods are generally evaluated in terms of quantity (Shah et al., 2000), quality
(Shah et al., 2000), novelty (Peeters et al., 2010), and
variety (Nelson et al., 2009). Future exploration of
using intelligent methods in ideation can be focused
on overcoming the challenges by improving ideation
from those four aspects.

4 AI-based content generation
Creative content generation is the most important area of design intelligence research and its
applications. With the development of AI, the
intelligence-generated content (IGC) model has become a new content production model. Machines,
like people, began to create and produce text, images, audio, and video. Compared with the content
production based on pure manpower, the production
level of the IGC can be equivalent to or even higher
than that of human beings in some ﬁelds. The IGC
model can reduce the cost of labor and increase production eﬃciency exponentially. Note that there are
many ways to create creative content, and there is
no ﬁxed paradigm. However, with the current level
of AI development, machine intelligence cannot completely replace the role of human beings in the production of creative content. Unlike early computeraided design (CAD), AI is no longer a completely
auxiliary design tool, and it enjoys the capability of
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innovation to a certain extent. The collaboration
between humans and machines has become deeper
and more intelligent. While the responsibilities of
human beings in content production are changing,
the division of labor between human beings and AI
in design work is gradually blurred.
In this section, we introduce technologies used
in IGC, and review diﬀerent models for text-toimage synthesis, image-to-image translation, image
enhancement, and content-style transfer. We also
discuss some possible future research directions in
related areas.
4.1 Generative models
It is impossible to create data out of thin air
for algorithms. Machine learning algorithms need to
understand the training data. To this end, the most
promising approach is to discover the essence of the
algorithms and ﬁnd the best distribution to represent
the training data. This kind of approach is called the
generative approach. The model obtained through
training is called the generative model. With a
learned generative model, we can even draw samples that are not in the training set but subject to
the same distribution. This sampling process is the
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key in content generation.
The use of deep neural networks as generative
models for complex data has made great advances,
including variational auto-encoders (Larsen et al.,
2016) and GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014).
A GAN is a new framework of generative models. Compared with other generative models, GANs
have more realistic generation eﬀects. In recent
years, GANs have attracted extensive attention from
the community and developed rapidly. In the following parts, we will brieﬂy introduce the architecture
and principles of GANs and their variants. The detailed history and review of GANs are beyond the
scope of this study. We refer interested readers to
Hong et al. (2019).
4.1.1 Generative adversarial networks
GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014) contain two separate networks. One network is generator G, which
receives a random noise vector z as input, and outputs a generated sample G(z). The other network is
the discriminator D, which receives the real sample
x or the generated sample G(z) as input and outputs
a probability to approximate the likelihood that the
input sample is a real one (Fig. 4a). The authors
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Fig. 4 Architectures of various GANs: (a) general structure of vanilla GAN, where the generator G takes a
noise vector z as input and outputs a generated sample G(z), while the discriminator D takes both the real
and generated samples as inputs and predicts whether they are real or fake; (b) architecture of GAN with a
conditional input/an auxiliary classiﬁer, where y is the conditional input label and C is the classiﬁer to predict
the label ŷ of generated sample G(y, z); (c) architecture of GAN with auto-encoder (AE) structure, where the
encoder E takes real sample x as input and produces a feature vector E(x) as output; (d) architecture of GAN
with variational auto-encoder (VAE) to exploit both of their beneﬁts
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also gave a two-player minimax game criterion with
the function V (G, D):
min max V (D, G) =
G

D

E

x∼Pdata

x )]
[log D(x

+ E [log(1 − D(G(zz )))]. (1)
z ∼Pz

It has been proven that the solution of this zerosum game can reach the Nash equilibrium under mild
assumptions. In other words, the generator network
can output spurious samples so that the discriminator cannot distinguish whether the data come from
the real distribution or the generated distribution.
However, the publication of the ﬁrst GAN study
did not arouse great repercussions at the time.
Goodfellow et al. (2014) used a fully connected layer
as its building block with maxout as the activation function for both G and D. They veriﬁed
only the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm on simple
datasets, such as MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998), CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009), and other
low-resolution (LR) image datasets. It was not
until the publication of DCGAN (Radford et al.,
2016), with the help of fully convolutional and transposed convolution layers, that GAN’s advantages
over other generation models began to emerge. That
is, even trained on very complicated data, GANs can
produce very appealing generating eﬀects. Although
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GAN is still experiencing the problems of training
instability and mode collapse, because of its fascinating generation eﬀect, it has developed rapidly
since 2014, i.e., in just ﬁve years. Research continues to improve on issues such as objective function (Arjovsky et al., 2017), optimization strategy
(Gulrajani et al., 2017), algorithm stability (Miyato
et al., 2018), and training strategies (Brock et al.,
2018). Thus, GAN’s generation eﬀect is becoming
more and more realistic. Speciﬁcally, the resolutions
of the four images in Fig. 5 are 32×32, 128×128,
512×512, and 1024×1024, respectively. In addition
to the improvement in resolution, the details of the
generated images are more abundant and realistic.
The strengthened GAN has become a basic tool for
solving various generation problems and is widely
used in the tasks of computer vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP).
4.1.2 GAN with conditions
The vanilla GAN is completely unsupervised.
Its output is dependent on the random noise fed to
the generator G without other constraints. However,
in the real-world generation task, it is a natural requirement to control the output. Conditional GANs
(Mirza and Osindero, 2014) came into being. As
shown in Fig. 4b, a conditional signal y is attached

Fig. 5 Development of GANs from 2014 to 2019: (a) GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014); (b) DCGAN (Radford
et al., 2016); (c) BigGAN (Brock et al., 2018); (d) StyleGAN (Karras et al., 2019). Their resolutions are
32 × 32, 128 × 128, 512 × 512, and 1024 × 1024, respectively. In addition to the improvement in resolution,
the details of the generated images are more abundant and realistic
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to the random noise z, which together serve as the
input to the generator G. This condition y can be
the category information of an image, the attribute
of an object (Mirza and Osindero, 2014), or the text
description corresponding to the image we want to
generate (Reed et al., 2016a). When the condition
y exists, the output will be controlled by both noise
and condition information, so that controllable generation can be achieved.
In addition to feeding G with condition information, we can learn from the idea of semi-supervised
learning and add more side information as supervisory signals. C in Fig. 4b is an auxiliary classiﬁer,
which is the design from Odena et al. (2017). Adding
an auxiliary classiﬁer to the discriminator D can help
generate a sharper sample and alleviate the mode
collapse problem. This classiﬁer can be a pre-trained
model or it can be trained while the discriminator D
shares most of the network parameters.
4.1.3 GAN with encoder
GAN can be generated in only one direction
from the input feature vector z to the output generated sample G(z). A single GAN lacks the ability to
map from the sample space back to the feature space.
In Donahue et al. (2016) and Dumoulin and Visin
(2016), bidirectional mapping of data space and feature space was realized through the cooperation of
encoder E and generator G (Fig. 4c). Encoder E
inputs the real sample and outputs the feature vector while generator G inputs the feature vector and
outputs the generated samples. The discriminator
receives pairs of features and samples to determine
whether they are from real data or generated data.
By adding an encoder, GANs can not only obtain
a generation model for generating high-quality samples but also have an eﬀective reasoning mechanism
and learn a meaningful feature representation.
In the models of Donahue et al. (2016) and
Dumoulin and Visin (2016), E and G form a symmetrical relationship, but there is no communication
and cooperation. Furthermore, on the basis of the
above two works, Larsen et al. (2016) proposed to
combine another well-known generation model, variational auto-encoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling,
2013), with GAN. As shown in Fig. 4d, the part of
VAE provides a priori of the feature space as an input to GAN. This combination, on one hand, retains
GAN’s power generation capabilities, avoiding the
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drawbacks of VAE generation blurring. On the other
hand, the absorption of VAE can guarantee the characteristics of generating diversity to a greater extent,
and alleviate the problem of mode collapse caused by
the simple use of GAN. The combination of encoder
or VAE and GAN is a positive method for improving the generation eﬀect. More importantly, this
combination opens up a new way to deconstruct the
feature space and ﬁnd more valuable feature representations. By controlling the features in the feature
space, the attributes of the generated samples can be
more eﬀectively decomposed and represented. This
idea lays the foundation for the subsequent work.
Speciﬁc applications will be described in detail in
Section 4.2.
A well-trained generative model relies on
datasets with a large number of samples. Some of
these datasets contain only one type of image for speciﬁc generation tasks, such as MNIST (LeCun et al.,
1998), CelebA (Liu et al., 2015), ﬂower (Nilsback and
Zisserman, 2008), chairs (Aubry et al., 2014), and
WikiArt (Saleh and Elgammal, 2015). At the same
time, multi-class datasets allow the trained models
to be robust, such as CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009), LSUN (Yu et al., 2015), and ImageNet
(Deng et al., 2009).
4.2 Approaches
content

for

intelligence-generated

In the generation of creative content, design intelligence has produced a number of highlight applications. With the help of GAN, machines have
begun to stimulate humans to generate and realize design ideas eﬀectively. In some specialized
ﬁelds, machines have reached or exceeded the human designers in generating creative content. In this
subsection, we will review four types of these approaches, namely, text-to-image synthesis, image-toimage translation, image enhancement, and contentstyle transfer. These methods provide the fundamentals for IGC.
4.2.1 Text-to-image synthesis
When using a generative model such as GAN to
implement image generation, it is often necessary to
control the content of the generated image. Despite
the conditional GAN model, such as cGAN (Mirza
and Osindero, 2014), it has been done to generate
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images of the speciﬁed category. A more intuitive
way is to give a text description to generate the corresponding content. Text-to-image is kind of the
holy grail of an algorithm that generates realistic
images from text descriptions (Fig. 6). In the ﬁeld of
design intelligence, text-to-image can be applied as a
complete smart creative content production method
to the design process. It can also be used as an independent creative module which is applied in humancomputer collaborative creativity to expand the creative ability of human designers and improve the
quality of ﬁnal content generation.
the bird has a
yellow crown and
a black eyering
that is round

this bird has a
green crown black
primaries and a
white belly

a photo of a
homemade swirly
pasta with broccoli
carrots and onions

a fruit stand display
with bananas and
kiwi

Fig. 6 Examples of text-to-image results. All pictures
were generated from a text description using GANs.
References to color refer to the online version of this
ﬁgure. Reprinted from Xu et al. (2018), Copyright
2018, with permission from IEEE

GAN-INT-CLS (Reed et al., 2016a) is the ﬁrst
attempt to generate a picture from a text description
using GAN. Its overall approach follows the cGAN
approach, but the only diﬀerence is the use of text
description embedding instead of the class tag or
attribute in the original cGAN. The design of the
discriminator has also been improved. In the original GAN, the real sample is taken as “true,” and the
sample is generated as “false.” There are four sets of
matching relationships in GAN-INT-CLS, {real image, right text}, {real image, wrong text}, {fake image, right text}, and {fake image, wrong text}. Discriminator D needs to recognize {real image, right
text} as true, and others as false. For G, it needs to
make {fake image, right text} close to {real image,
right text} to fool D.
On this basis, subsequent research has been continuously improved. For example, Dash et al. (2017)
combined GAN-INT-CLS and AC-GAN (Odena
et al., 2017), with the aid of the auxiliary classiﬁer for a better generation with a higher inception
score (Salimans et al., 2016). GAWWN (Reed et al.,
2016b) added constraints on the spatial relationship
of objects in the image, so that the text description
corresponds to the bounding box location of the ob-
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ject, making the generation more in line with the description requirements. There are also series of works
such as StackGAN (Zhang et al., 2017) and StackGAN++ (Zhang et al., 2019), which used a combination of multiple generators and discriminators. Their
generation process is from coarse to ﬁne, that is, from
low resolution (LR) to high resolution (HR), so that
the images described in the text are generated step
by step. AttnGAN (Xu et al., 2018) further extended
StackGAN++ using attention mechanisms over image and text features. In addition, in this work, each
sentence was embedded into a global sentence vector,
and each word in the sentence was embedded into a
word vector. The global sentence vector was used
to generate the LR image of the ﬁrst stage. Based
on the image generated in the ﬁrst stage, the second
stage combined the word vector as a constraint of
the attention layer to generate better results.
4.2.2 Image-to-image translation
Image-to-image translation is also a way of generating intelligent content, enabling a variety of creative applications. It not only helps professional designers generate content, but also improves the level
of creative generation of non-professional designers
(Fig. 7).
1. Supervised translation
Many image processing problems can be posed
as a “translation” problem, which translates an input
image into a corresponding output image. Isola et al.
(2017) ﬁrst introducd “image translation,” which is
deﬁned as the problem of translating one possible
representation of a scene into another, given suﬃcient training data. They built a generic framework
based on conditional GAN, which learns not only
the mapping from the input image to output image but also a loss function to train this mapping.
This framework has become a baseline of supervised
image-to-image translation. As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, the objective of conditional GAN can be
expressed as
LcGAN (G, D) = E [log D(x, y)]
x,y

+ E [1 − log D(G(z, y), y)] .

(2)

z,y

Based on the confrontation training between the
generator and discriminator, Isola et al. (2017) further added an 1 constraint to the generator, requiring the output of the generator to be as close as
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Winter

Summer

Apple

Orange

Monet

Photo

Horse

Zebra

Fig. 7 Image-to-image translation examples

possible to the ground-truth output. The data accompanied by the conditional inputs were fed into
the generator to output the generated samples. Both
the generated images and the corresponding conditions were given to the discriminator. In addition,
the authors came up with a new Markovian discriminator, which is also called PatchGAN. The PatchGAN discriminator penalizes structure at the scale
of patches. That is to say, the discriminator tries to
classify each N ×N patch in the image as real or fake.
The general principle of pix2pix (Isola et al., 2017)
was as described above. Note that its eﬀect is amazing. This general-purpose solution appears to work
well on a wide variety of tasks such as photo colorization, translating satellite images into maps, turning
day scenes of the same scene into night scenes, and
turning sketches into rendered pictures. Subsequent
research focuses on getting more high-deﬁnition effects (Wang TC et al., 2018; Park et al., 2019). Some
are dedicated to generalizing to video data (Huang
et al., 2017; Chan et al., 2018; Wang TC et al., 2018).
Some are working to solve more speciﬁc subdomain
problems (You et al., 2019).
2. Unsupervised general translation
Although the eﬀect of pix2pix is amazing, it relies on paired training data. For example, for winterto-summer applications, we need to provide paired
data in the training: two photos of exactly the same

scenery taken in winter and summer, respectively.
However, in actual tasks, paired data are diﬃcult to
obtain. This requires a new learning method that
learns to translate an image from a source domain
X to a target domain Y in the absence of paired examples. Yi et al. (2017) and Zhu et al. (2017) solved
this unsupervised domain adaption issue. Speciﬁcally, there are two generators and two discriminators. Generator G converts the image of the X ﬁeld
into a Y domain image, while generator F converts
the Y domain image into an X domain image. The
two discriminators, Dx and Dy , attempt to distinguish true and fake pictures in both domains. Here,
the fake picture refers to the picture transformed
from a real photo of the other domain. In addition
to the confrontation in both directions, the 1 distance between the output and input is added as an
additional penalty, namely
Lcyc (G, F ) =

E

x∼Pdata (x)

+

E

[F (G(x)) − x1 ]

y∼Pdata (y)

[G(F (y)) − y1 ] .

(3)

3. Creative translation application
Based on the above supervised and unsupervised image-to-image framework, many interesting
translation applications have been derived. These
applications can eﬀectively serve IGC. Colorization
(Zhang et al., 2016) is a typical example. Given
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a grayscale photograph as input, these methods attack the problem of hallucinating a plausible color
version of the photograph. Another example is face
aging (Tang et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018), which
is the process of aesthetically rendering a given face
image to present the eﬀects of aging. A third example is talking head generation (Zakharov et al., 2019)
or the deep-fake face video. These methods are dedicated to moving ones’ action video to another person’s face. Even using a static portrait photo or oil
painting, a dynamic image or a coherent video can be
generated. These technologies are now deployed in
applications such as ﬁlm and television production,
entertainment apps, and design aids. In short, all
the processes of inputting a picture and outputting
the corresponding picture according to certain constraints can be regarded as a specialization of imageto-image translation.
4.2.3 Image enhancement
Image enhancement approaches in the ﬁeld of
design intelligence are used mainly to produce digital content and satisfy the needs of current digital
content innovation.
1. Image inpainting
Inpainting is the process of recovering from
missing or not needed parts of an image. For an
ideal inpainting image, the whole image looks natural and viewers cannot even tell which part is reconstructed. It is a vital method for ameliorating
AI-generated content. A large and growing body of
literature is devoted to inpainting. There are four
stages in the development of inpainting. The ﬁrst
stage is diﬀusion-based inpainting. The second one
is patch-based methods. The third is pixel-by-pixel
generation based on deep learning. The last is image
manipulation based on inpainting (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Visual results of image inpainting. The masked
area is shown in white

Diﬀusion-based methods (Bertalmio et al., 2000;
Ballester et al., 2001) generate the missing holes re-
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lying on the isophote direction ﬁeld. These works
are suitable for only small holes or lines. Later, inpainting focuses on patch-based methods. Efros and
Freeman (2001) and He and Sun (2014) ﬁlled the hole
in a single concentric pass by copying patches from a
patch database based on local image features. These
methods usually handle texture inpainting very well,
but are not so good for a real scene.
Methods based on deep learning directly use the
network which is trained on a large dataset to infer missing pieces from known parts of an image.
Pathak et al. (2016) used an auto-encoder architecture to solve this problem. The context image was
coded by the encoder, and the decoder module decodes the code to the missing regions in the image. In
addition to pixel-wise reconstruction loss, they introduced adversarial loss to improve inpainting quality.
Later, Iizuka et al. (2017) improved the framework
proposed by Pathak et al. (2016) with global and local context discriminators. Iizuka et al. (2017) also
introduced dilated convolution into their network to
enlarge the receptive ﬁeld. Liu et al. (2018) used
partial convolution instead of vanilla convolution to
obtain a better result. Yu et al. (2018a) split inpainting to a coarse-to-ﬁne task. Contextual attention was
added into a reﬁnement network to learn where to
borrow features from the known background. Nazeri
et al. (2019) divided inpainting into two stages, edge
completion and image completion.
Another important direction is image editing
based on inpainting. Yu et al. (2018b) used gated
convolution and user-guided sketches to complete an
image. The system generates missing parts under
the guidance of user input sketches. Jo and Park
(2019) extended color hint so that users can control
not only the generated shape, but also the color.
2. Super-resolution
Single image super-resolution (SISR) is a very
common requirement in the IGC process. With the
increased reﬁnement of the generated content, it is
a more eﬃcient option to adjust the resolution to
ﬁt the demand by AI in comparison to shooting or
creating new materials. The easiest way to solve the
SISR problem is interpolation-based methods. The
most commonly used one is the bicubic interpolation
(Keys, 1981), which is speedy and straightforward
but suﬀers from accuracy shortcomings and blurring
(Fig. 9b). From the LR image transforming to the
HR image, new points need to be inserted between
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Fig. 9 Visual comparisons between diﬀerent methods for super-resolution: (a) high-resolution original image;
(b) super-resolution result by Keys (1981) (bicubic); (c) super-resolution result by Wang XT et al. (2018)
(ESRGAN)

the original pixels. The interpolation-based method
such as bicubic interpolation creates new transition
pixels by calculating the mean of adjacent pixels.
Such an operation inevitably results in an image that
is too smooth and visually blurred. The generative
model can be used to solve the problem. One of the
great features of generative models is the ability to
generate completely new data that match the distribution of the original data. This feature not only
ensures that the transition pixels created in the SISR
task are naturally connected, but also adds new pixel
information so that the generated image is not too
smooth. SISR is also a typical challenging ill-posed
problem. For an LR input image, there can be multiple HR images with diﬀerent details. The diversity
of data created by the generated model also encourages the richness of the generated details. To sum
up, beneﬁting from the strong capacity of generating, generative approaches are suitable for the SISR
problem.
Among all the deep learning based methods, SRCNN (Yoon et al., 2015) can be used as a baseline.
Its strategy is simple and clear. Taking the HR image as the training set, the resolution is ﬁrst reduced
by downsampling, and the corresponding LR image
is obtained. The LR image is then sent to the generator network to be trained to output a generated
HR image. The optimization goal is to minimize the
error between the generated HR image and the original HR image. Through training, the ﬁnal generator
network will have the ability to turn any input LR
image into an HR image. Based on SRCNN, there
are two main directions for subsequent research. The
ﬁrst is the improvement of the network architecture,
such as the high-learning upsampling module (Zeiler
et al., 2011) or transposed conﬂation (Dumoulin and
Visin, 2016), and the addition of a more powerful network block (Kim et al., 2016). The second is the im-

provement of the objective function, such as adding
adversarial training (Ledig et al., 2017), replacing
diﬀerent error functions, and minimizing the error
between generating and original HR images (Bruna
et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016).
SISR is the most popular research topic in the
community, and various methods are emerging. We
refer interested readers to Yang et al. (2019).
4.2.4 Content-style transfer
1. Style calculation
Style is a very broad term that covers architecture, fashion, literature, music, art, and many other
areas. Wikipedia deﬁnes style as follows: style is a
manner of doing or presenting things. In AI-related
research, style generally refers to the painting style,
including but not limited to the genre of the painting,
brushstroke, brush type, texture, composition pattern, and color distribution. However, it is still diﬃcult for current style calculation methods to quantify
even only painting styles. The most common formalization method to characterize styles is statistical
information that is independent of spatial position.
Although this is just a simpliﬁed way of quantifying
style, it can still produce visually appealing eﬀects.
How to formalize style with aesthetic knowledge is
still a research topic worth exploring, and in this
study we focus mainly on reviewing already-existing
methods.
Based on the current formal method of style,
various style calculation ideas have been derived,
such as Gram matrix (Gatys et al., 2016b), mean
& variance (Huang and Belongie, 2017), whitening
and coloring transforms (Li YJ et al., 2017), and
linear transformations (Li et al., 2019).
2. Content-style transfer
As early as the mid-1990s, many scholars were
looking at how to use computer technology to
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Input content

Style transfer

automatically convert a photo into a synthetic artwork. Among these studies, the most prominent
is non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) (Gooch and
Gooch, 2001; Strothotte and Schlechtweg, 2002).
Content-style transfer is used as a generalization
problem of texture generation. This extracts the texture from one image to synthesize an output based
on the look of another image (Fig. 10).

Output
Input style

Fig. 10 An example of content-style transfer algorithm to transfer the style of a painting onto a given
photograph. The style image is “Starry night” by
Vincent van Gogh

The work of the formal style transfer was proposed in 2001, and called image analogies (Hertzmann et al., 2001). This method extracts the feel
from a style image to synthesize an output based on
the look of a content image. By constructing a pair
of unstylized and stylized images, it uses the analogous transformation to obtain the image x, which
satisﬁes Ac : As : : Bc : x. However, it is diﬃcult to
construct datasets with pairs of images. In addition,
a single analogical constraint does not have a good
capture of the structure and feature information of
the image, so the eﬀect of style transfer is not satisfactory. In recent years, with the development of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), Gatys et al.
(2016b) used CNN to extract features on famous
paintings, and then matched the extracted features
to natural photos to generate pictures with famous
painting styles. Speciﬁcally, they input the content
map and style map to the pre-trained CNN model,
and the VGG-19 network (Simonyan and Zisserman,
2014) obtains the feature representation of the corresponding image at diﬀerent layers. Next, starting
with a randomly initialized generated image, it is
also fed into VGG-19 to calculate its characteristic
representation at diﬀerent layers. For content, the
generated image and content image are required to
be consistent on the high-level VGG-19 feature layer
(ReLU4_2). For style, it is required that the gener-
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ated image and style image maintain the consistency
of the summary feature statistics on multiple feature layers from low to high (ReLU1_1, ReLU2_1,
ReLU3_1, ReLU4_1, and ReLU5_1). Then, by updating the model parameters, the generated image
satisﬁes the two constraints of content and style. In
this seminal study, the summary feature statistics
used is the Gram matrix.
The work proposed by Gatys et al. (2016b) has
been widely recognized by the community because
of its attractive eﬀects. Nevertheless, it still has
two problems. First, the image-based optimization
method is slow to generate. For example, it takes 2–
3 min to generate a picture of 512 × 512. Second, the
Gram-based algorithm is unstable during optimization, and requires manually tuning the parameters.
There are many works addressing these two problems. For the ﬁrst question, Johnson et al. (2016)
used model-based optimization instead of imagebased optimization, and this signiﬁcantly improves
the generation eﬃciency. Inspired by the methods of
Markov random ﬁelds, Li and Wand (2016) proposed
a Markovian feed-forward network through adversarial training to solve the eﬃciency problem using
non-parametric methods. For the second question,
diﬀerent statistic methods have been used to simplify
and replace the Gram matrix calculations, so that a
stable style representation can be obtained (Luo and
Tang, 2008; Huang and Belongie, 2017; Li YJ et al.,
2017).
Based on model-based training, researchers continue to optimize methods to improve the generalization ability of the model. Research methods evolve
from the initial per-style-per-model to the subsequent multiple-style-per-model (Li and Wand, 2016),
and then to the nearest arbitrary-style-per-model
(Huang and Belongie, 2017; Li YJ et al., 2017). As
model eﬃciency and generalization capabilities continue to increase, current style transfers can reach
real-time commercial application levels. A series of
entertainment software and platforms using the style
transfer algorithm, such as prisma, ostagram, and
deep forger, have appeared on the market.
In addition, combining style transfer with other
ﬁelds has led to a series of related research results,
such as graﬃti-style transfer (Champandard, 2016),
3D style transfer (Chen et al., 2018) supporting
VR/AR, video style transfer (Chan et al., 2018),
fashion style transfer (Jiang and Fu, 2017), and
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audio style transfer (Verma and Smith, 2018). For
detailed research on style transfer, we refer readers
to Jing et al. (2019).
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5 AI-based design evaluation
Creative designs are usually evaluated by designers. However, the amount of AI-generated content is exploding, and it is impossible for designers
to evaluate these designs, so computational design
is crucial. There is no consensus among designers,
psychologists, philosophers, cognitive scientists, and
computer scientists on AI design evaluation. The
most two essential aspects for evaluating a design are
aesthetics and function. A line of studies belonging
to computational aesthetics assessment are available,
such as computational aesthetics (Deng et al., 2018).
However, studies on automated function evaluation
of design are very few. It needs high-level intelligence based on common sense inference, which is
undeveloped in AI. In this section, we focus mainly
on computational aesthetics and its application.
5.1 Computational aesthetics
Garabedian (1934) presented a method to quantitatively describe the beauty of images. In recent
years, computer vision (CV) researchers have begun
to pay attention to the direction of computational
aesthetics. Computational aesthetics aim at computing a score for diﬀerent kinds of designs, including images (Datta et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2015), webpages (Dou et al., 2019), logos (Zhang et al., 2017),
and garments (Jia et al., 2016).
A typical pipeline of computational aesthetics
system contains a feature extractor and a predictor
(Fig. 11). Given an input image, the system extracts
the features by a trained feature extractor and then
uses the features for predicting the aesthetic score.
The hand-crafted feature extractors are designed to
model the artistic aspect of images to imitate the
ways experts evaluate images. One advantage of this
approach is that the predicted result is accountable.
However, hand-crafted feature extractors and predictors cannot be trained in an end-to-end way. Moreover, the accuracy of the prediction is limited and
diﬃcult to improve. Deep feature extractors and predictors are trained in an end-to-end way, which provides the optimal solution but lacks interpretability.
Researchers explore the use of hand-crafted

Hand-crafted features
Color moment, texture,
depth of field, ...

Deep features
CNN extracted features

Predictor
Classification
SVM and CNN

Regression
Linear regressor
and SVR

Distribution fitting
EMD

Aesthetic score

Fig. 11 A typical pipeline of a computational aesthetics system

features for aesthetic assessment (Datta et al., 2006;
Murray et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016), such as color
moment, texture (Ciesielski et al., 2013), image complexity of color and texture (Rigau et al., 2008), color
template (Li and Chen, 2009), and depth of ﬁeld
(Datta et al., 2006). However, the hand-crafted features require an extremely high degree of professional
photography knowledge, and it is not possible to create all aesthetic features. Therefore, these methods
have limited aesthetic precision.
Lu et al. (2015) ﬁrst applied CNN to computational aesthetics and gained a promising result
compared with previous hand-crafted feature methods. They also proposed a deep multi-patch aggregation network, which deals with training a set of
patches extracted from one image in the neural network. These neural networks take ﬁxed-size input.
To meet this requirement, input images are usually
transformed via cropping, scaling, downsampling, or
padding, resulting in a gap between the aesthetics
of the original images and the transformed images.
To close this gap, Mai et al. (2016) developed an
aesthetics neural network which includes three subnetworks with diﬀerent adaptive spatial pooling size,
and then used these features to train an aesthetics
regression model. Ma et al. (2017) proposed another
method to preserve image layout. They selected the
most discriminative patches by a saliency map and
pattern diversity instead of random cropping in Lu
et al. (2015). Then they aggregated local attributes
and global attributes to predict the aesthetic value.
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Instead of solving this problem as binary classiﬁcation or scoring, Li HH et al. (2017) solved computational aesthetics as a distribution ﬁtting problem.
They used earth mover’s distance to measure the
diﬀerence between the distribution of human opinion scores and predicted distribution by the neural
network.
There are several interesting works on computational aesthetics. Li HH et al. (2017) noted that
aesthetic evaluation is a subjective behavior. They
built a generic aesthetics model and a residual-based
personalized aesthetics model based on both aesthetic and content attributes to address personalized
computational aesthetics. Inspired by image-to-text,
Wang WS et al. (2018) proposed a multi-task aesthetic image reviewer, which can not only predict an
aesthetic score but also generate image comments on
an image. The comments partly explained why the
model gave such ratings. Jia et al. (2016) worked
on understanding the aesthetic eﬀects of clothing.
They built a three-level framework (i.e., visual features, image-scale space, and aesthetic words space)
to bridge the gap between the visual image and aesthetic words. Webpage is the most popular kind of
media and an important type of design. Dou et al.
(2019) developed a deep neural network to automatically assess the aesthetics of webpage design. To
overcome the shortage of webpages, they ﬁrst trained
the model on the Flickr style dataset (containing
80 000 images) for image style recognition, and then
transferred the pre-trained network to a webpage
aesthetics rating prediction task. Logo is another important type of graphic design. Zhang et al. (2017)
focused on assessing the aesthetic value of logos. In
this work, they collected a logo dataset with balance, contrast, harmony, and aesthetics value rated
by 60 volunteers for each logo. They used professional knowledge of logo design to guide extracting
hand-crafted features. A linear regression model was
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used to ﬁt the relation between manually judged
values and hand-crafted features. At last, the regression model was constructed for aesthetics value,
model-evaluated balance, contrast, and harmony.
5.2 Computational aesthetics datasets
A high-quality dataset in machine learning is a
prerequisite. Open datasets facilitate the development of computational aesthetics research. The de
facto standard dataset used in aesthetic assessment
is a large-scale database for aesthetic visual analysis
(AVA). We summarize commonly used datasets in
Table 1.
5.3 Computational aesthetics applications
The goal of computational aesthetics is not only
to obtain the aesthetics value, but also to carry out
further work based on it. Wang and Shen (2017) used
aesthetic assessment for automatic image cropping.
They designed a two-branch neural network for predicting an attention bounding box and an aesthetic
value. As shown in Figs. 12a–12c, a set of candidate
objects are generated based on the attention bounding box, and then the aesthetic branch selects the
best candidate. Deng et al. (2018) proposed an adversarial learning-based model to learn enhancement
parameters for image cropping and color enhancement parameters. They used a generator network to
obtain the parameters, and a discriminator network
to assess image aesthetic quality. The generator network and the pre-trained discriminator network with
a new fully connected layer were trained in the way
of minimax adversarial formulation of GAN. Results
can be found in Figs. 12d–12f. Google’s research
team released the Creatism (Fang and Zhang, 2017)
for artistic content creation. Creatism imitates a
landscape photographer’s whole workﬂow, from how
the photographer frames the scene to post-processing

Table 1 Commonly used datasets in aesthetic assessment
Name
AVA
CUHK-PQ
IAD
AROD
AADB

Amount
250 000
17 690
1 500 000
380 000
10 000

Description

Reference

Each image has 78–549 votes. It also contains 14 style
attributes and 60 classes for a subset of images
Images are given binary labels and grouped into seven scene categories
Images are crawled from DPChallenge and photo.net website
Images are collected from Flickr, including number of views,
comments, favorite list, title, and description
Providing 11 aesthetic attributes and score for each image

Murray et al. (2012)
Tang et al. (2013)
Lu et al. (2015)
Schwarz et al. (2018)
Kong et al. (2016)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 12 Initial crop (the red rectangle) (a), cropping candidates (blue rectangles) (b), best candidate selected
by the aesthetic assessment network (c), input image (d), output by the piecewise color enhancer (e), and
output by the deep ﬁltering based enhancer (f ). References to color refer to the online version of this ﬁgure.
(a)–(c) are reprinted from Wang and Shen (2017), Copyright 2017, with permission from IEEE, and (d)–(f )
are reprinted from Deng et al. (2018), Copyright 2018, with permission from ACM

operations. In practice, they picked four independent operations, i.e., making a composite of an image
from panorama images of Google street view, saturation ﬁler, high-dynamic range (HDR) ﬁlter, and
dramatic mask.

6 Open problems and challenges
Design intelligence is a new branch of AI, centered mainly on people and machines, or humanmachine collaboration in the creative ﬁeld. Although
it is making great progress, several problems and
challenges hamper the further application of design
intelligence and remain open to address.
Intelligent methods require data to train models before application, and the open challenges in
data are of three types. First, creativity, novelty,
diversity, and some related abstract evaluations are
the main topics in the design problem, especially in
the ideation and evaluation stages. However, these
evaluations require human experts to give labels or
estimations, and thus the cost to obtain related data
is high. Second, such labels and estimations are inevitably subjective, and the large variance in the
data may cause diﬃculty in the training of models.
Finally, as a result of the high cost, the amount of
data can be limited, inﬂuencing the generalization

ability of learning algorithms. Thus, it can be costly
to train a customized model for a design problem,
while the customization requirement is common in
design tasks. To tackle these challenges, more open
datasets with diverse attributes and high-level abstractness are necessary to allow machine learning
algorithms to have a better understanding of design.
One of the challenges in algorithms is also related to the number of samples. Professional designers may have some valuable insights on the problem
with only a limited number of samples, while intelligent methods often need a large number of samples
to learn an applicable model. This is known as the
few-shot learning problem, which is still under exploration in the literature. In addition, since a lot
of abstract semantic information lies behind design
problems, the few-shot learning task in design is a
challenging direction for further studies.
The second challenge in algorithms is the interpretability of models and results. In ideation, the
design practitioner may want to understand why the
computer system gives or does not give a certain
stimulus given a design problem. A generated product design may explain itself why it is generated in
the current style but not others. Given an input design sketch, the evaluation program should give an
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aesthetic score as well as the reason why the design
is not good enough and how to improve it. As intelligence methods serve as design tools, designers
require the general knowledge of how a model works
and the relations between inputs and outputs. However, such explanations are not provided by most of
the intelligent methods, creating a barrier between
designers and cutting-edge intelligent methods.
The third challenge is the diﬃculty in introducing prior or domain knowledge to the learning of
models, especially in intelligent content generation.
Most design knowledge consists of empirical rules
or guidelines, which are hard to properly formalize. Finally, cross-media data bring opportunities
for designers to create precise personas, provide inspiring stimuli, and generate vivid content; however,
the persona generation based on cross-media requires
advanced cross-media computation and data fusion
methods, and the exploration of these methods remains an open challenge.
Finally, the challenge in human-computer collaboration lies at the heart of design intelligence.
Intelligent methods are used as auxiliary tools for
solving detailed problems in the design process, such
as stimuli search or super-resolution described in previous sections. Designers may even still carry heavy
and repetitive works which can be completed by intelligent algorithms, but they are unaware of such
technologies. Therefore, a new mode of cooperation
between designers and AI is important for the advance of design intelligence, where AI can serve as an
assistant for designers. Furthermore, the assessment
of human-computer collaboration in needs analysis
and content generation remains an open problem.

7 Conclusions
In this study, we extensively reviewed methodologies and applications of design intelligence in the
AI 2.0 era. We ﬁrst summarized the concept and
framework of design intelligence and then described
four components of creative modules in design intelligence, i.e., AI-based user needs analysis, AI-based
ideation, AI-based content generation, and AI-based
design evaluation. Speciﬁcally, we introduced the
state-of-the-art techniques in the four components,
particularly the models and methods of intelligent
content generation. In addition, we discussed open
problems and challenges for future research. Since

2019 20(12):1595-1617

design intelligence is becoming an important branch
of AI 2.0, we hope that this study can enlighten and
help researchers working on the emerging hot topics
of design intelligence.
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